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1. Underline the prefixes in these words.  (1 mark) 

misbehave

underground

impossible

5. Write an appropriate conjunction to complete the sentence.  (1 mark) 

We weren’t allowed outside                                                    it was snowing. 
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2. Write the same suffix for each of these words.  (1 mark) 

successful

wonderful

disgraceful

3. Draw a line to show which determiner is required for each sentence.  (1 mark) 

Pick                     book and start to read.

When we go to                      library, choose a book. 

Have you heard of                      author called J.K Rowling?  

the

a

an

4. Write another word that is part of the same word family as these words:  (1 mark)

jump           jumper           jumps

jumping           jumped           jumpers 

because/ as 



9. Circle the correct word so that each sentence is grammatically correct.  (1 mark) 

The children were ( took / taken ) to the park. 

They ( grabbed / grabs ) a ball to play with.  

It ( begun / began ) to rain so they went home.   

10. Add the speech marks to the correct place in this sentence.  (1 mark) 

“Is it time for school yet?” asked the children. 

7. Tick all the sentences which contain a preposition. (1 mark)

The kitten hid between the bed and the wardrobe. 

James was hiding beneath the bed. 

He could hear his brother coming through the door.

Would he find him?

Within seconds, his brother found him. 

6. Circle all the adverbs in this sentence.  (1 mark) 

Quickly, the children ran for the bus because they were late. 
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8. These sentences are written in the present tense. Change the verbs underlined into 

the past tense.  (1 mark) 

The girl is throwing a ball.

threw

She is good at sport. She brings her P.E. kit every day. 

was brought



11. Underline the main clause in this sentence.  (1 mark) 

For my breakfast, I have cereal followed by toast.

12. Circle all the adjectives in this sentence.  (1 mark) 

A brand-new computer game was played by the excited children.

16. Tick to show which of these sentences needs a question mark.  (1 mark) 

Our dog is called Tracker

He is very fast, isn’t he

We have owned him for seven years

He isn’t very good at fetching a ball
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13. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation.  (1 mark) 

joe and his friend alan were heading to london to watch a football match.

15. Draw a line to show what type of sentence each example is.  (1 mark) 

Where are you having your party

How old you have become

The party starts at 5pm

statement

command

question

Get the party bags from the kitchen exclamation

14. Write an expanded noun phrases in the box below.  (1 mark) 

Noun Expanded noun phrase

cloud white, fluffy cloud

Joe and his friend Alan were heading to London to watch a football match.



17. Tick the most appropriate punctuation for the sentence.  (1 mark)

What is your favourite colour

! 

. 

, 

?
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18. Explain why the comma has been used in this sentence.  (1 mark) 

Lasagne, pasta and gelato are my favourite foods and they all come from Italy. 

19. Write the contracted form of these words.  (1 mark) 

would not = 

we have = 

you are = 

20. Complete the boxes to show the singular and plural versions of these words.  (1 mark) 

Singular Plural

witch witches

berriesberry

For items in a list. 

wouldn’t

we’ve

you’re


